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Railway markets in Southeast Asia: Long-term growth prospects 
and low entry barriers make South-east Asia attractive for 
international railway technology 

 

[09.11.2011] These are the main results of the new MultiClient Study “The Railway Market in 

the Southeast Asia”, presented by SCI Verkehr GmbH: The market for rail technology in 

South-east Asia currently has a volume of approximately EUR 1.8 billion. The market will grow 

at a significantly higher level than other regions. SCI Verkehr expects growth of almost 6% 

per year to around EUR 2.4 billion in 2016. Though the region makes up only a small share of 

market volume for railway technology in Asia compared to China, India and Japan, the region 

is very interesting for international players due to its relative openness and low local 

competition. 

 

Rail transport has played a minor role in most countries up to now. Inadequate infrastructure limits 

the development of rail transport performance, despite the high mobility demand. However, all the 

countries in the region are planning upgrades or expansions to their networks. This is motivated 

both by the need to accommodate rapidly growing populations in the major cities and by a desire 

to improve access to world markets for the region’s natural resources. But governmental budget 

constraints for financing rail investment are a large hurdle in all countries except Singapore. 

Though most countries receive financial aids from international organizations, e.g. ADB (Asian 

Development Bank), private investments are needed for the realization of a large share of planned 

projects. Contracts to international players are often combined with loans from credit institutes or 

governments of the country receiving the contracts. This is the reason why Chinese and Japanese 

companies have been leading suppliers of railway technology in past years.  

SCI Verkehr expects significant growth for the Southeast Asian rail technology market for the next 

five years. The main drivers of this are: 

 

 New rail infrastructure for mega cities: Out of 20 mega cities whose population exceeds 1 

million, only 4 cities operate small urban rail systems. New metro and commuter rail 

projects will give strong impetus for future development.  

 Enhancement of railway freight transport: Currently, transportation systems and 

infrastructures in most of the countries are dominated by road‐ based modes of 

transportation, which are in a poor condition in many countries. Construction of new freight 

rail lines to improve transportation of these nations’ vast natural resources will be an 

important driver for the market over the next five years. 

 Trans-Asian railway and engagement of China to improve the region’s railway 

transportation: China has been investing huge sums in its own railway system and has built  
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up an efficient railway industry. Now China is keen to export its railway technology abroad. 

Impetus for the construction of trans-Asian railways is mainly coming from China, which is 

willing to finance parts of the planned projects.  

The “The Railway Market in Southeast Asia” study is available now. 
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